Abstract. The Deborah number (De) is widely used to characterize processes taking place in deforming continua. De = (the time scale of a process)/(the time scale of deformation). When De t>\ the process thus takes place in a functionally fluid medium, but when De <Sl the regime is functionally solid. De has been used to refine concepts in three pelagic processes. Dispersion of dividing cells may be characterized by De, and may be regulated by means of secretions. Dispersion of microzones by diffusion and shear is characterized. The characteristic time of microzones is shown to depend on the concentration. Because microzones smear out along the shear, to prevent nutrientseekers and predators using them as scent trails, organisms may convolute their microzones by swimming, particularly across the shear. In a predator-prey model, it has been shown that when De, (shear rate)-(time taken to swim radius of detection sphere), >2.6, not all the perceived prey is accessible. More economical hunting strategies and those allowing access to more of the perceived prey, require better sensory and navigational abilities. When De >2.6, the predator will perceive a greater flux of accessible prey when it swims across the shear than when it swims in the other two dimensions. De may help to understand many more biological processes in deforming media.
Introduction
'The mountains flowed before the Lord', sang Deborah and Barak (c. 1100 BC) in celebration of a victory won, they believed, with the Lord's help. Although Deborah and Barak's meaning may have been poetical, mountains really do flow at Lordly time scales, 10 4 to 10 8 years (Weertman, 1985) . This perception inspired the rheologist, Reiner (1964) , to suggest the Deborah number, De, to scale processes taking place in deformation fields.
For a given process, taking place in a continuum, the Deborah number,
where t is the characteristic time of deformation of the continuous supporting medium and X. is the characteristic time of the process under consideration.
De <\ corresponds to solid-like behaviour and De >1 corresponds to liquid-like behaviour (Reiner, 1964; Crochet et al., 1984; Barnes et al., 1989) . Frontier and Pichod-Viale (1991, p. 43) consider that fluidity (i.e. the order of magnitude of t) defines the fundamental difference between the ecology of the soil and that of water bodies. Different amounts of, and patterns in, deformation in the environmental continuum favour different processes, species and ecosystems. Organisms expend auxiliary energy both in increasing deformation rates in this continuum (e.g. bioturbation, ventilation and swimming) and in reducing it (e.g. nests, worm tubes, and coral reefs; stabilization by roots, fibres and polymers). Margalef (1978) pointed out that, 'The relation between primary production [or any biological process] and available external energy [whose dissipation rate is related to 1/r] cannot be linear or logarithmic throughout, because excess energy cannot be managed by the system. It would lead to a situation similar to the repeated weekly turning over of the soil of a field. The excess energy would not permit the growth of any crop. ' The aim of the present paper is to apply the concept of De to physical and associated processes taking place in deforming continua, to show that De values for different processes are important environmental components for pelagic organisms, and to suggest how organisms can select or control De for ambient processes of concern to them.
The length scale of processes involving phytoplankton colonies and single cells is generally smaller than that of the smallest turbulent structures (Lazier and Mann, 1989) . We shall thus consider steady simple shear flow (Barnes et al., 1989) (SSSF) over the time scale, t. In the pelagos such shear is assumed to take place (or to fail to take place) within hydromechanical structures (such as eddies) or within mechanically reinforced structures (such as aggregates). Then, Where De <f 1, the process takes place so fast that the water does not have time to shear (i.e. flow) significantly; the process thus takes place in a continuum which is functionally solid. Where De >1, the continuum flows significantly over the timescale of the process, and the process thus takes place in a functionally fluid environment.
While the following three models will be argued initially for low Reynolds number (Re) in the viscous subrange of turbulence, their applicability to the fully turbulent subrange (high Re) and the dissipation subrange (intermediate Re) will be discussed later.
Examples

A dividing organism
In Figure 1 we consider an immobile, dividing cell in SSSF similar to that in Figure 2 . It divides initially normal to the plane of the shear. While daughters retain the same polarity, the shear causes them to rotate by ~0.5 radian for each unit of shear (Batchelor, 1979) . Here X. is defined as the doubling time. At De = 0.1, the daughter cells remain close to each other. At De = 7, however, the 'family' of daughter cells becomes widely dispersed, thereby losing the potential for co-ordinated action. 
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Shear rate = zero D is any value > zero De is thus zero Shear rate = 0.1 /s Fig. 2 . Isopleths of scaled concentration, C, of substance with molecular diffusion coefficient, D, around a spherical organism 20 p.m in radius secreting or taking up a substance uniformly over its surface. Isopleths are shown for C of 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05. Upper left-field of 7 = 0: the isopleths are spherical and are identical irrespective of D; upper right-isopleths for a substance secreted or taken up for which D = 2 x 10" 9 m 2 s" 1 , and shear rate, -y = 0.1 s~"; lower-isopleths for a substance for which D = 2 x 10" 10 m 2 s" 1 , same value of 7. Horizontal line represents section through that plane of no shear which passes through the centre of the organism. On upper drawing, ticks are indicated every 0.5 mm. Lower drawing to same scale (ticks omitted to avoid clutter). Inset at extreme upper right-water movement corresponding to shear, y, of unity (i.e. 10 s at -y = 0.1 s~'). Note how, for a particular shear rate, the degree of deformation of the microzones depends on both C and D.
Microzones
In Figure 2 we consider a microzone of increased or reduced concentration of a substance, produced by continuous, uniform secretion or uptake, over the surface of an immobile spherical organism in a field of SSSF, within the limits of ' s. ^Mic is defined as the characteristic time of the microzone (Mitchell et al., 1985; Csanady, 1986; Lazier and Mann, 1989) .
The problem of mass transfer from a particle in a turbulent shear field has been treated by Batchelor (1980) . Batchelor's treatment, however, which was aimed at industrial processes, is formally limited to cases where the nonturbulent boundary zone around the particle < particle radius, which is not the typical case for plankton, where particle size < § turbulence length scale. Batchelor's (1979) problem of mass transfer from a particle in SSSF remains similar to the problem presently considered as long as the microzone remains approximately spherical, but it will be shown that the problem for much distorted microzones becomes different.
To determine X M ic. we first consider the organism in a milieu which is not flowing. The relative (or non-dimensional) concentration of a substance secreted or taken up is defined as,
where C is the concentration of the substance at the point under consideration, C A is concentration at the surface of the organism and C«, is the concentration at infinite distance from the organism. By this transformation, C is set to 1 at the surface of the organism and to 0 at infinite distance (irrespective of whether secretion or uptake is occurring). The symbol (") over a variable is used to indicate that the quantity is expressed in terms of relative concentration, C. From Lazier and Mann (1989) ,
where a is the radius of the organism and r is distance from the centre of the microzone. As illustrated in Figure 2 (upper left), this gives concentric isopleths of progressively decreasing C. The net flux of substance diffusing across each concentric isopleth is equal to the secretion rate,
where D is the coefficient of molecular diffusion. Since, as defined after equation (4), (C A -C w ) = 1, substituting relative concentrations in equation (6) gives a relative flux rate,
An appropriate time scale for microzones would be
where M is the amount relative to C of substance in a microzone. To obtain a value for M in a sphere bounded by a spherical isopleth of concentration, C, the relative amount M s present in a thin, spherical shell bounded by two concentric spheres of radii differing by a small length Ar, was first determined:
where <r> is the mean of the radii of the two spheres bounding the shell, Ar is the difference between these radii and <C S > is the mean relative concentration of substance within the shell. From equation (5) as Ar -* 0,
For a spherical microzone bounded by an isopleth of relative concentration, C (between 0 and 1), M is obtained by combining equations (9) and (10) and summing over consecutive concentric shells from the surface of the organism to the radius equal to alC. As Ar -* 0,
Values of X. Mic were determined from equations (8) and (11), using a personal computer, for values of r from 1 to 400 |xm and C from 0.5 to 0.01, using a value of D for sugar in water at 20°C, 2 x 10" 9 m 2 s" 1 (Batchelor, 1979) . It was found that X Mic fits the formula, 
The ratio between the major and minor axes represents a distortion coefficient,
Combining equations (13) and (14),
Defining a microzone characteristic rate,
the microzone Deborah number then becomes,
De Mic is thus related to the family of Peclet numbers often used, for example, in physical oceanography (Woods and Wiley, 1972) and chemical engineering (Batchelor, 1979) , to express, for any given process, the importance of dispersion caused by molecular diffusion relative to that caused by fluid flow. Since the process of diffusion tends to expand the microzone in three dimensions, while SSSF tends to expand it only one, / is proportional to the vector sum of RM>C in three dimensions plus the shear rate in one dimension,
Combining equations (17) and (18),
As De Mic increases, not only does the distortion coefficient, J, increase, but the angle of the major axis rotates. It subtends an angle to the plane of shear,
As i?Mic decreases with decreasing C, De Mic increases correspondingly. As De Mic increases the ellipsoid thus becomes more attenuated, and the major axis rotates to an asymptote aligned with the shear. The reduction of h as C decreases will increase the gradient in C and thus reduce h still further. A full treatment would have to include this effect. Nevertheless, the present approximate treatment serves to illustrate the effects of De Mic on microzone shape and dynamics. When major axes of such elongated microzones exceed the length scale of the smallest turbulent eddies, the turbulence will distort them (Lazier and Mann, 1989) into forms resembling horse-shoes (Ottino et al., 1988) and the patterns in flakypastry and cigarette-smoke (Gleick, 1988) . In the literature (Mitchell et al., 1985; Lazier and Mann, 1989) , a single, arbitrary value of C such as 0.1, is often chosen. The reader can thus wrongly get the impression that X. Mlc depends only on a and D. In addition, however, A. Mic °c 1IC 2 . The appropriate value of De Mic for any process controlled by microzone dynamics thus depends critically on D and on threshold values of C for the process (Figure 2 ), as well as on a.
Predation and grazing
In Figure 3a we consider a motile predator (or grazer) where, at time / 0 , a prey organism passes in the shear field at a tangent to a spherical detection limit around the predator. A straight line from the grazer to the potential prey thus lies normal to the plane of the shear. It is assumed that the predator's strategy is very simple: as soon as the predator detects the prey it swims at constant speed through the water directly towards it. Here, \ is the time taken by the predator to swim the radius of its detection sphere, and is defined as 1 non-dimensional time unit. The following model has been used to track the immotile prey and the grazer. The grazer is surrounded by a spherical zone outside which potential prey is undetectable. The z-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the paper, which is at z = 0. In the illustration the prey just grazes the detection sphere, being moved in the ^-direction by the shear along the line y,z = 1,0. Also illustrated is the direction of simple steady shear flow (SSSF). A prey organism is swept in the x direction by water shearing perpendicular to the y direction to arrive at time t 0 at a position on the circumference of the detection sphere. Position in the third spatial dimension is represented by the value of 2. Since the radius of the detection sphere is, by definition, 1 arbitrary unit, this point on the circumference corresponds to px 0 , py 0 , pz Q , where
At time t 0 the grazer's position gx 0 , gy 0 , gz 0 is defined as the origin, 0,0,0. The origin then follows the water, not the grazer's subsequent movements. The plane of no shear is that defined by y = 0 (i.e. in the plane of the x and z axes). At the first time step ?,, after a small time interval ht, the prey is moved by the shearing water a distance leftwards (our shear rate is negative) proportional to De (itself equal to the non-dimensional shear rate) to
During the interval bt, the grazer, swimming by our definition at the nondimensional speed of unity, progresses a length equal to 8/ towards the initial position of the prey, so that
where h is the scalar distance between the grazer and the prey,
In equation (23) the second term on the right hand side corresponds to swimming of the grazer towards the prey, and the third term corresponds to additional change in the grazer's position due to water shearing.
This model was found to run at about 3 time steps per second, using a BASIC programme on a small microcomputer. The use of the old position of the prey, P x o, pyo, pzo, as a target for the grazer gives a time lag of ~St/2 to the grazer's behaviour.
As well as linear displacement, SSSF imparts rotation to suspended particles. Roughly spherical particles undergo about one complete rotation in the time the medium shears 4ir (Batchelor, 1979) , but linear particles rotate at about twice this rate when their long axis lies across the shear but much less when lying along it (Barnes et al., 1989) . Plankters swimming in a shear field in any direction except that parallel to the z axis ( Figure 3a ) (where they would tend simply to roll round their swimming axis) should be pushed into moving in a spiral with the component of rotation in the x-y plane. Our model assumes, without any hard evidence from observation, that grazer's course and speed remain unaffected by the shear field.
At De = 1.3 the grazer is not seriously inconvenienced by the shear field in reaching the food. Where De = 3.9, the shear will inevitably separate the predator and its potential prey, so that the predator loses the prey. Whether the grazer remains within the detection sphere or is swept out of it depends only on De and where the prey is swept into the detection sphere.
For prey entering the detection sphere along different chords perpendicular to the _y-axis, we have shown in Figure 4a -f, using a value for 5/ of 0.01, how grazer-prey distance, h, changes with time. The figure shows graphs of how h changes for De = DeM, the highest value of De for which h at no time exceeds 1, as well as for 0.5-£>eM and for 1.5-DeM. The condition that the chase must stop if h exceeds 1 has been relaxed for the graphs in which Del DeM >1, in order to consider a grazer which could enhance directional perception in the heat of the chase, or one which could navigate so as to swim towards a prey which had passed out of perception range. The shapes of the curves are very sensitive to small changes in the value of Del DeM above or below 1. At DelDeM = 0.5, the grazer closes with the prey fairly evenly in a short time, while at DelDeM = 1.5, the maximum in h is greatly increased, as is the time taken to reach the prey. If no upper limit is placed on h, the model grazer always reaches the prey eventually. In practice, however, enhanced perception and navigation abilities must have limits, while grazers may get tired and slow down (increasing De). Furthermore as h approaches the lengthscale of the smallestscale turbulence, the shear becomes sinuous and navigation is likely to become progressively less reliable.
In their trophic models, Davis et al. (1991) considered that, 'The volume filtered or foraged by a predator, <)>, depends on the predator's swimming speed and perceptive radius, the prey's movement (which is relatively small), and the level of turbulence', but they did not address these effects quantitatively. In other trophic models, both Rothschild and Osborrn (1988) and Yamazaki et al. (1991) consider that once prey is inside the predator's spherical perception zone, it is always captured. Our model quantifies the dependence of <j > on both turbulence and the predator's swimming. The water passing through the predator's detection sphere may be considered as a cylinder. The water in this cylinder shears, and the non-dimensional velocity at distance y from the plane of no shear, v^ = y-De. To determine to what extent De determines the amount of prey available to our model grazer, the non-dimensional flow of water is shown as a function of y in Figure 5 . Although the cross-sectional area of the sphere (across which the prey passes) is distributed in greatest part near the plane of no shear (y = 0), the flow is greatest at y = 0.71.
For prey entering the detection sphere (i.e. y 2 + z 2 =£ 1) DeM varies as an inverse function of \y\, and much less strongly as an inverse function of \z\. The lowest value of DeM is 2.6 (at _y,z = 1,0). Thus when De =£2.6, our model grazer captures all the prey it detects, but when De >2.6, some of the prey detected is inaccessible. For various values of De, Table I shows the cross-sectional area of the prism in which prey is accessible, as well as the flow in this 'accessible' prism, Fj, (non-dimensional length) If our predator swims at the non-dimensional chasing speed of 1, an additional flow of water enters the detection sphere due to predator movement, F M = speed-iT-r 2 = 3.14. For predators which cruise more slowly than they chase, F M becomes 3.14-(cruising speed)/(chasing speed). When De (still defined in terms of chasing speed) increases above 2.6, however, the 'accessible prism' will be determined by De just the same for organisms entering the detection sphere by grazer swimming as for those entering by water shear.
In this model based on probably oversimplified hunting behaviour, only when 2.2 < De < 10, is the amount of accessible, non-motile prey brought into a grazer's detection zone by water shear likely to exceed that brought in by the grazer's own swimming. When De >10, the grazer detects far more accessible prey (per unit time and per distance swum) by swimming in the y direction (i.e. across the shear) than by swimming in either the x or the z direction. Since grazers living at high De have no need to 'bother about' prey they detect in the 'inaccessible' prism (situated principally in the y direction), they are likely to have developed sensory perception better in the x and z than in the y direction.
More sophisticated predators, with the additional ability to detect the shear field and to 'navigate' within it, might be able to reach the prey indirectly by swimming across the shear field, and using the shear to regain a prey organism which had meanwhile passed out of detection range. These more sophisticated tactics would thereby increase the values of De at which certain prey were accessible, as well as reducing the time taken and the distance swum to reach them.
One important point is that <j > is a complex interaction of De, cruising speed and cruising direction, but it seems likely that our embryonic model could be developed to calculate it. Another point is that once De exceeds 2.6, grazing, predation and all kinds of feeding become progressively, more difficult and complicated as De increases further.
Applicability of the three models to higher Reynolds numbers
'A small boat dances on the waves, a large ship is washed by the waves.' This verbal picture by Margalef (1978) can be extended to illustrate that while each small cell, colony or microzone is swirled within a dissipation eddy, and is subject to its interior regime of laminar shear, a larger structure spans the shearing regimes of different eddies. Reynolds number,
where p is fluid density, U is fluid speed, L is a characteristic lengthscale, and t\ is dynamic viscosity. Since U = y-L, equation (25) may be used to derive a turbulence Reynolds number,
Thus for a given regime of turbulence, Re T is proportional to the square of the lengthscale under consideration. At the lengthscale of the dissipation structures that Kolmogorov (1941a,b) predicted Re r = 1, but the measured lengthscale of dissipation structures at sea is =38 times as large (Yamazaki etal., 1991) . Thus, at the lengthscale of real dissipation structures Re T =38 2 , say roughly 10 3
. We suggest that in the viscous subrange, for which the three models, treated above, are conceived, Re T <=10 2 , in the chaotic, dissipation subrange, =10 2 < Re T <=10 4 , and in the fully turbulent subrange Re T >-10 4 . Table II shows the effect of extending the three models to higher values of Re T . The dissipation subrange is very hard to predict, because turbulence is inherently unpredictable and also because it is poorly understood (Gargett, 1989; Kraichman, 1991) . In the fully turbulent regime, however, some predictability can be regained, by replacing laminar shear rate with shear rate across the lengthscale of the appropriate structure or process (family/patch size, microzone size, perception range), and coefficients of molecular diffusion with coefficients of turbulent diffusion. That the coefficient of turbulent diffusion and the turbulence shear rate across a given lengthscale are, like eddy viscosity (Kraichman, 1991) , imperfect concepts, appears to place an upper bound on the possible precision of models incorporating them.
Discussion
The shear around structures is increasingly likely to be dominated by gravitational forces, rather than that in the turbulence field, as structure density and size increase. The shearing regime experienced by a particle sinking under gravity in turbulent water, however, has been discussed by Csanady (1986) .
Strategies available for selection of environments on the basis of Deborah number (De)
Over short time scales, an individual with suitable mobility is likely to seek a zone governed by its preferred suite of De values. Zones of low De tend to be those of relatively low shear rate, which are believed to occupy much of the turbulent field between zones of intermittent high turbulence (Ottino et al., 1988; Lazier and Mann, 1989) . Crawford and Purdie (1992) suggest that increased jumping in high-shear zones by Acartia, as well as by the ciliate, Mesodinium, may serve to seek local zones of lower shear. Goldman (1984b) suggested that some plankters may be attracted (temporarily in the case of 'nomadic' organisms) to aggregates because they represent high-viscosity 'oases' biochemically different from the surrounding environment (see following section, 'De and small-scale nutrient dynamics'). As a result of this high viscosity, aggregates are turbulence-free zones (Jenkinson, 1990 ) in which De is limited only by aggregate lifetime, although any water percolating through the aggregate constitutes a continuum different from that represented by the biological and polymeric network, and would thus increase De for substances incompletely bound to this network. Even outside aggregates, non-Newtonian thickening by polymers (Jenkinson, 1986) and suspended fibres (Wyatt et al., 1991) may also reduce shear rate, and increase turbulent intermittence (Jenkinson, 1992) . Density stratification produces a highly structured environment consisting of horizontal sheets and layers, only centimetres from each other vertically. Among these structures, the shear rate generally varies markedly (Woods, 1968; Woods and Wiley, 1972; Fedorov, 1978; Schmitt et al., 1986) . Density stratification may thus permit much of the plankton to select markedly different shear rates and De regimes by cm-scale vertical migration.
Strategies available for control of De in a particular environment
Dividing cells: keeping the family from drifting apart. Colonial and sessile diatoms generally reduce De by adhering to each other by fusion of parts of their frustules (Sournia, 1982) of polymeric silica, and to each other or to the substrate with small pads of organic adhesive (Prasad and Fryxell, 1991 , and references therein). These two methods have the advantage that only a small amount of material is necessary, the strength of organic polymeric networks in general being proportional to polymer concentration to the power of between 2.5 and 4 (Morris, 1984) . Furthermore the absence of a large cross-section of polymeric 'slime' minimizes disruptive, hydrodynamic shearing stresses. Harper and Harper (1967) found that motile, epipsammic diatoms adhere strongly by means of the trail secreted when creeping. Trail diameters are only ~25 nm. This is a colloidal length scale, suggesting that they effectively comprise a single macromolecule. Compressive strengths of these trails are at least 2 x 10 7 Pa, within an order of magnitude of that of wood. Although the use of small pads and trails of adhesive thus reduces De for binary division in colonial and attached diatoms, the technique does not reduce De for microzones and grazing. Where this attachment technique allows diatoms to form colonies larger than the scale of the smallest turbulence, or to attach to structures larger than this scale, and even to project into passing currents, adjacent water shear will be increased, thus increasing De for microzones and for the grazing dynamics of potential predators.
The linear microzone: a possible scent trail for grazers and nutrient-seekers. Our model of grazing/predation has assumed a spherical detection zone. Planktonic predators also hunt using olfactory cues (review by Koehl, 1981) , however. A predator/grazer swimming in the y or z directions is likely to cross microzones mainly elongated (Goldman, 1984a; Lazier and Mann, 1989; present work) in the x direction. By swimming up the concentration gradient (generally in approximately the x direction) the grazer/predator will then encounter the source of the microzone, unless: (the time since secretion of the microzone substance) + (the time for which the predator/prey has to swim to reach the prey) s= = the timescale of the smallest turbulent swirls; or the distance it has to swim to reach the prey approaches the lengthscale of these swirls. In both these cases, horseshoe forms and dead-ends will be encountered in the trail (Ottino et al., 1988) . If the prey itself adds even finer structure to the long microzone by changes in swimming, sinking or rising velocity at a frequency greater than l/(swirl timescale), the trail will be kinked at even smaller scales. Velocity changes in the y dimension are best for deforming the microzone trail, as the kinks produced will be subsequently amplified by linear shearing. Kinks made in the z dimension will be left unchanged by the shear field, while velocity changes in the x direction will change concentrations relatively little. Although observers have long speculated on the reasons for 'haphazard' and other swimming patterns in protozoa (see Purcell, 1977) , their observations do not seem to have been related to the direction of shear, particularly under turbulent conditions. It would be fun, and probably heuristic, to determine whether 'y-swimming' is prevalent in plankton. The present paragraph seems applicable also to seekers of nutrient sources, in which case our idea of microzone trails could be incorporated into existing models of nutrient as well as trophic dynamics (Rothschild and Osborn, 1988; Lazier and Mann, 1989) .
Slime investments and glycocalyxes: priority for reduction of microzone Del
Some phytoplankton colonies, such as those of Phaeocystis (Chang, 1983) , many cyanobacteria (Martin and Wyatt, 1974) and certain diatoms (Sournia, 1982, and references therein; Fryxell et al., 1984) are surrounded by voluminous investments of slime. While such slime can serve to maintain family integrity, such colonies are typically fragile and easily break up in conditions of marked turbulence or, for instance, during sampling.
In Phaeocystis, which has been intensively studied, metabolites secreted into the mucus colony during the day are sometimes catabolized at night (Lancelot and Mathot, 1985) , implying a microzone timescale, X. Mic s*=12 h. While it is not clear to what extent each individual cell retains its microzone rather than contributing to, and drawing from, a communal 'colony microzone', in colonies of radius, say 400 u,m, if the secreted metabolites were small, non-absorbing molecules (D = 2 x 10" 9 m 2 s" 1 ) and for C = 0.05, \ Mic would be only -40 s. For \ Mic of an unthickened microzone to exceed 12 h, D would have to be smaller than this by about 3 orders of magnitude, so the metabolite must be retained in the microzone either as an exopolymer itself or adsorbed on exopolymers. Adsorption is one of the functions of marine phytoplanktonic and bacterial mucus (Decho, 1990) . By controlling the physical strength of its mucus and the chemical properties of both the mucus and other substances secreted or taken up, organisms with slime investments thus give themselves the potential to control not only X Mic but the separate values of D (and hence De) for all the outgoing and incoming substances. Thus they have the potential to control separately concentrations of different substances at the surfaces of their cells. However, the more turbulent the environment, the tougher the mucus will have to be to provide useful increases in \ Mic . So moderately turbulent regimes may impose strong and hence obvious gel coats on £»e-reducers, while the metabolic expense of providing this mucus may exclude the strategy altogether from zones of high turbulence. Biddanda (1986) has shown that marine aggregate-forming bacteria use glycocalyxes, composed mainly of interwoven polysaccharide fibrils, to maintain a separation distance between cells. Increasingly, close examination of certain algae in which the cells were previously supposed to be naked, including some Chlorophyceae, Rhodophyceae, Euglenophyceae and Rhaphidophyceae, often reveals that they bear glycocalyxes with carbohydrate and protein components (Yokote and Honjo, 1985; Yokoteef al., 1985, and references therein) . Both the solid tissues and the blood (a tissue of non-Newtonian liquid) of higher organisms contain apparently rather similar intercellular matrices of carbohydrate and protein. These matrices bear recognition sites and interact with diffusing substances (hormones) to control cell adhesion, aggregation, recognition, and traction for migration, as well as providing signals for polarity, position and differentiation (Ruoslahti and Pierschbacher, 1987) . To what extent colonial planktonic organisms have evolved to use their gel and glycocalyx matrices for analogous control processes remains unknown.
Grazing and predation. It would be advantageous to grazers and hunters in a particular environment to decrease De when chasing food in a shear field. This they can do by increasing swimming speed, although energy consumption must provide an upper limit to this tendency. By undertaking faster and more frequent 'jumps' (bouts of rapid swimming of the type thought to be used in chasing large prey) when turbulence is more marked (Saiz and Alcaraz, 1992) , the copepod, Acartia clausi, must at least partly counter the otherwise positive relationship between turbulence and De. Without knowledge of the copepods' detection range, however, De cannot be quantified. This suggested cause of the observed relationship between turbulence and copepod activity would not exclude other suggested causes (Costello et al., 1990; Saiz and Alcaraz, 1992) that the relationship may be related to the positive relation modelled by Rothschild and Osborn (1988) , between turbulence and encounter rates with prey.
Permeable mucus feeding nets (Gilmer and Harbison, 1986 ) (which let the water through but substitute a new, low-shear medium supporting the prey and the predator) are, like spiders' webs, another way of reducing De.
To minimize predation, immotile potential prey organisms should maximize De. To do this they should select zones with high shear. If their living space has been invaded by dispersed, thickening polymers, it may be to their advantage to curdle the polymer into aggregates, and to live in the spaces cleared of them.
De, regenerated versus export production, K-versus r-based life strategies and the Margate/ mandala
Relationships between organisms. Above we have argued that the higher the prevalence of low-De processes in a given zone the more functionally solid-like it is. Here covariance between biological parameters may increase generally, as motile organisms will have relatively more time to 'get to know' their neighbours, and 'families' of protists and metazoa may remain together over more generations, promoting greater territoriality and more sophisticated intraand inter-specific relationships.
De and K-versus r-based life strategies. Grazing and predation are likely to be less successful when De ^=4 (Table I) . If this is also true for other mechanisms of feeding, the reason that 'chase-and-capture' is the dominant method of obtaining food in high-shear (predominantly high De) environments may be because chasing is the method with the lowest values of De. As -y decreases and t s increases, De will decrease to -4 for trophic transfer by mechanisms involving slower processes such as molecular diffusion. This will allow a greater diversity of processes, such as parasitism, commensalism and mutualism, to act. As a result, organisms living in highly structured environments will be led to adopt correspondingly diverse mechanisms for protecting their health and storage products as well as those of their offspring. This should lead to ^-modulated rather than r-modulated strategies (McArthur and Wilson, 1967) , as the ecosystem matures and becomes more structured (Figure 6 ). The r-modulated strategists, such as spring-bloom, turbulent-water diatoms (Margalef et at., 1979) , may be forced to live at high shear rates, where there is little advantage in seeking microzones. Predation on them is difficult because of the high shear From Margalef et al. (1979) .
rates, and this may be the reason for which they possess unsophisticated defence mechanisms, are frequently non-motile, are able to direct a high proportion of their energy into rapid reproduction, and are able to use low concentrations of dissolved nutrients in turbulent cultures.
De and the small-scale dynamics of potential food resources. For any given system with low values of y and high t s , De will be low for many processes and food energy is likely to pass between trophic steps with a smaller proportion of dissipation (trophic inefficiency = percentage respiration) and with a smaller proportion of leakage (export production). (To quantify the proportion of export production, the length scale considered has to be made clear.) This will result in a greater proportion of the energy passing from each trophic link to the next in the same system (recycled production). If a low--y zone adjoins one of high 7, other things being equal, the direction of the net transfer of trophic energy (that contained in potential food) must thus be towards the low--y zone (i.e. from low to high structure) (Margalef, 1977; Frontier and Pichod-Viale, 1991) .
De and small-scale nutrient dynamics. 'Nutrient cycling will . . . obviously be influenced by the spatial relationships between micro-organisms' (Berman, 1991) . This is so partly because the closer the organisms, the smaller are both De Mic and the microzone time scale, \ Mic , and the greater is C for the microzones of all substances. In zones dominated by processes at sufficiently low De, any nutrients contained in microzones are likely to be relatively more accessible to potential users of appropriate size. Where bulk concentrations are too low for biological uptake, organisms needing nutrients will seek such microzones. In low-shear (i.e. generally low-De) environments, nutrients will thus tend to be used up faster than they can leak out of microzones (i.e. A. < X^Mic). resulting in rapid (i.e small-timescale) and tight (i.e. smalllengthscale) recycling of nutrients. Where high-De processes predominate, the nutrients will leak out of microzones too fast to be used at microzone concentration (i.e. X > \ M ic)> resulting in slow (i.e. large-timescale) and loose (i.e. large-lengthscale) recycling. (As an aside, it is tempting to suggest that these lengthscales and timescales should be manifest in the variance spectra for concentrations of the different nutrients.) Under these conditions of high De, production will thus be limited by bulk concentrations of nutrients, so essentially no production will be possible when nutrient concentrations are low and turbulence is high. This explains the observation of Margalef et al. (1979) that the high-turbulence, low-nutrient niche is practically empty, except for background levels of picoplankton (Berman, 1991) , which may have been the last organisms small enough and with rapid enough uptake rates to exploit the increasingly small and short-lived microzones (Goldman, 1984a) as nutrients tended to exhaustion. As Pasciak and Gavis (1975) noted, however, if the bulk concentration of any nutrient is so high that uptake is no longer diffusionlimited, \ Mic has then reached infinity, and turbulence will not directly change the uptake dynamics for that nutrient. (It could indirectly, however, if it mechanically altered mucus coatings or, say, surface electrical fields.) Saying that microzones are of infinite k Mic and infinite lengthscale, is likely to mean in practice that variation in nutrient concentrations should be more marked at the edge of the ecosystem under consideration than within it. Further attention, however, is needed on the best way to quantify rapidity and tightness of coupling in nutrient recycling. Because of the generally higher bulk concentrations of dissolved nutrients in high--y systems, dissolved nutrients tend to migrate from high--y to adjacent low--y zones, like both trophic energy contained in potential food (last section) and auxiliary energy (Margalef, 1977; Frontier and Pichod-Viale, 1991) .
De and the Margalef Mandala. We suggest that the turbulence axis on the Margalef Mandala (Margalef et al., 1979; Wyatt, 1990) , reproduced in Figure 6 , represents also the predominance of processes for which De >-2.6. Why the niche of high turbulence (predominantly high Deborah numbers) with low nutrient concentrations is practically empty while that of low turbulence with low nutrients is occupied by organisms with AT-modulated life strategies has been explored in the last subsection. The frequency of mucus-secreting, bloom organisms living in high-nutrient environments with low or intermediate turbulence, particularly when the degree of turbulence is in decline (or 'decay') (Margalef et al., 1979) , may represent preparation either for conditions less mechanically disruptive of the mucus, or for the imminent reduction of nutrient levels in the bulk field, or both. These organisms would then be ready to exploit change to more structured conditions by having the ability to control different Deborah numbers by means of their mucus.
Subsequent fate and functions of the mucus. Secreted mucus and adhesives control those aspects of vertical flux (Smetacek, 1985; Decho, 1990; Turley, 1991; Riebesell, 1991) , nutrient dynamics (Smetacek and Pollehne, 1986; Decho, 1990) and feeding dynamics (Ducklow and Taylor, 1991; Pomeroy, 1991) occurring at larger scales of time (^h) and space (^cm). While much of this mucus may have been produced, at least partly, to manage various Deborah numbers, detailed discussion of its subsequent fate and ecological functions would involve scales too large for this paper.
Biological control of hydrological structure, flow fields, molecular diffusion and attachment Lewis et al. (1983) proposed that phytoplankton concentrated in layers can control the vertical distribution of heating by incident radiation and could thus stratify and destratify parts of the water column. This theory, which implies biological control of local turbulence and dispersion fields, has now been supported by Sathyendranath et a/.'s (1991) findings that sea surface temperature is controlled by phytoplankton biomass. Further support comes from Smetacek et al.'s (1992) data, which suggest that diatom populations, living among ice platelets under pack ice, layer themselves to use absorbed solar heat to control vertical distributions of melting and salinity, thus managing dm-scale convection currents and nutrient fluxes. Jenkinson's (1986) suggestion that diffuse non-Newtonian exopolymers would reduce turbulent shear for given values of mechanical energy input has been supported by measurement of enhanced, non-Newtonian viscosity in seawater (Carlson, 1987; Jenkinson, 1989; Jenkinson and Biddanda, submitted) .
As well as this biological control of physical structure and water movement, we have now indicated two further mechanisms by which plankters can regulate ambient dispersion. The first is migration between pre-existing hydrodynamic structures (whether or not reinforced mechanically), extending Goldman's (1984b) suggestion that plankton can control its physical and biochemical environment by migrating in and out of aggregates. The second is use of polymeric gels and adhesives to control, separately, the following disruptive and dispersive processes: the local flow of water together with its dissolved and suspended constituents; the separate molecular diffusion fields for different dissolved substances; strength of adhesion between daughter cells, epibionts and other living and non-living, attached material.
Consideration of the Deborah number in three problems has given rise to the ideas in this paper. De is likely to be a powerful handmaiden in understanding many other biological processes in deforming media.
Appendix-Symbols and units
General parameters for a deforming continuous medium supporting a given process
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